C onservation biologists suffer the tortures of the damned. We are damned if we embrace an infeasible or ill-supported cause that usurps resources from other worthy causes. We are damned if we grow too cynical and "go through the motions" or cease to offer realistic recommendations. Somewhere between the too-much and too-little poles, we are damned if we spend a career earnestly providing a sound scientific basis for conservation plans-damned because we risk being ignored by policymakers. Yet we are damned if we advocate, because we risk our objectivity (Nelson and Vucetich 2009 ). Now we are damned because we lack hope (Swaisgood and Sheppard 2010) .
We cannot accept this thesis, even if we agree that conservation biology is "one of the most depressing sciences." Conservation biologists are not cheery folks with nary a worry, but neither are we so disillusioned as to be "working for a paycheck, not a cause." We disagree on the root problem (no hope) and on the solution (expressing hope), unless the latter is "Hope for the best, but expect the worst." ¡Viva la Revolución! Revolutions cannot be won if the fighters know that the fighting will never cease. Eventually, the fighters suffer disaster fatigue, a stress disorder that afflicts those who toil lengthily on an unpleasant issue. Vanderheiden linked disaster fatigue to global climate change, which threatens global ecosystems and human well-being and requires long-term, collective cooperation in order to dampen its impacts. Biodiversity conservation is comparable, and we ought not be surprised that the public grows weary of crises reported daily.
Swaisgood and Sheppard (2010) agree: "The battle against despair will continue as long as we face severe threats to nature and biodiversitythat is, forever.... We believe the environmental crisis cannot be averted" and that its ubiquity in the media leads to a society "habituated to the urgency of environmental destruction by a constant stream of dire messages from scientists and the media." This society "will require bigger and bigger hits of catastrophe to be spurred to action, and ultimately will give up hope that anything can be done." This is exactly the problem, and the situation is dire and getting worse. Only Voltaire's Dr. Pangloss could consistently and cheerfully argue otherwise. If the solution is to rejoice in our few successes, those who wish to argue that we lack hope need to demonstrate that we do not already rejoice in proportion to the number of our successes (e.g., Jane Goodall-a household name among living biologists-recently trumpeted successes in Hope for Animals and Their World [2009] ). Swaisgood and Sheppard's (2010) failure to appreciate the psychological toll of interminable battle led to a jarring disconnect: "When we create confident expectations for future success, effort will increase" (p. 629). Few would disagree, but is this battle winnable? By what standards may a victory be claimed? Is "future success" a euphemism for short-term victories? We hope not. Ignoring the long term got us into this mess.
Zeno's paradox
We have observed that people who value the economy over the environment adhere to Zeno's paradox that something can always be halved, but it can never disappear. Can conservationists afford to compromise again and again? How do we acquire hope when economic growth is emphasized in daily life but environmental health is not? Dare we hope for balance in Steep human population growth ensures that tensions remain high and is the elephant in the room that few acknowledge (Ehrlich 1985) . Even if we put population growth aside, we must concede a fundamental disconnect between the short-term economic realities that most feel incessantly and the long-term well-being of Earth's ecosystems. This is the life-dinner principle writ large: While humans fight for their dinner, other species fight for their existence. Swaisgood and Sheppard (2010) remarked that "if people expect little improvement, they will invest little effort into achieving it," but history shows that people will invest only if they believe that rewards will come fast and often. Spreading hope will not change this. The required changes are too fundamental, and they affect far too great a proportion of humanity. How do we convince the public to curb consumption and birth rates-the same public who, in sizable numbers, reject evolution, climate change, and the big bang? Dare we hold out hope, in our short lifetimes, that an issue in conflict with religious or political views will gain traction and will allow us to avoid the need to argue, again, that Zeno's paradox is not a paradox at all? Everything has its limit.
Living as if
Have we really settled for "low expectations (i.e., lack of hope) [that] robustly predict giving up"? If so, what is the solution? Our sense is that most conservation biologists have a preadapted outlook and have decided to effect a common solution. They adhere to Vaihinger's "as if" philosophy. Adherents act as if the world were the better place it needs to be. This philosophy does not require hope but requires only that a person recognize that he or she acts for the greater good. We may feel discouraged at times, but there is something perpetually heartening about knowing that one is not part of the problem.
The polar bear (Ursus maritimus) example Swaisgood and Sheppard (2010) discussed is instructive. We doubt that Amstrup meant to convey a hopeless message. He simply failed to convey the real message clearly: "If humans continue to do x or fail to do y, then the polar bear will go extinct." This statement is neither hopeful nor hopeless but is a mere logical conclusion supported by sound science and lacking connotation. Is the goal to reword this statement as "If we do z, then the polar bear will survive!"? Must we cheer the potential for good? If so, we deliberately change our message. We would rather cheer an actual good result. The low-flying lesser prairie chicken (Tympanuchus pallidicinctus) often collides with low fences, with such collisions inflating mortality rates and altering the species' life history (Patten et al. 2005 ). We therefore removed or marked (to render it more visible) more than 400 kilometers of fence on private land-a great startbut we lack a sufficient sample to assert that our effort has worked. Although the value of z remains unknown, we can confidently say that "if the rate of collisions holds, the prairie chicken will disappear from Oklahoma and Texas." If all fences disappeared, the species would remain threatened: It avoids prairie habitats with tall structures. Power lines and turbines will proliferate with wind energy development on the Great Plains (Pruett et al. 2009 )-a modern, massive land rush. We could mark new fences, but what should we do about tall structures? We do not know and dare not hope that "if we do z, then the prairie chicken will survive!"; instead, we helped develop environmental guidelines for the placement of turbine sites (see www.wildlifedepartment.com/ lepcdevelopmentplanning.htm) . Even so, Representative Gus Blackwell (R-OK) expressed open disdain for the species' plight, calling it "a stumbling block that could cripple the wind industry in Oklahoma." The species is endemic to the United States; if we do not prevent its extinction, we can blame no one but ourselves. We do not hope that our policymakers or citizens will do right by the lesser prairie chicken, but we know we are doing right by it, by acting as if everyone wanted to save it from extinction.
In the end, if spreading hope becomes the new mission, let us take care not to overdo it. False hope is worse than no hope at all. If we routinely give the impression that massive problems may be solved with quick fixes or technological advances, we succumb to the "uninformed optimism" about which Ehrlich (1985) warned. Swaisgood and Sheppard (2010) urged us to refrain from expressing pessimism to conservation neophytes. But if we ask students to be honest in their research, why should we be dishonest with them about the realities of conservation biology? The problems are long term and global, the solutions fantastically complex and requiring fundamental shifts in culture and politics. Teach policymakers and the public to hold an environmental ethic like Aldo Leopold's-an ethic that "reflects an ecological conscience" and rewards those with a strong "conviction of individual responsibility for the health of the land." Give students tools to take conservation action, not just biodiversity crisis basics (Moyer-Horner et al. 2010 ). Hope will not get us there, but good science, straight talk, and honest dialogue may. We do not need hopeonly the courage to do what is right, regardless of whether we are rewarded.
